
Thank you for purchasing Mobula Mobular’s ROTLFO FULLKIT.   We really appreciate every 
module you buy. 

Even if you are an expert Synth builder there are few things that you should know about building 
ROTLFO. 

QUICK BUILD INSTRUCTIONS 

 There are only three parts (numbered 1,2,3) that are installed on the SMT side of the
PCB and NO OTHERS.  Installing parts on the wrong side will be a headache to fix. Every
part will be placed in a white box and no part should be soldered in a white box.

 Install parts 1,2,3 first because it may be difficult to solder them after other parts have
been installed on the front side of the PCB.  Go ahead and install the remaining parts in
order 4-9.

 The LEDs are flush mounted and should be the very last thing that you solder.  So before
installing the front panel insert the LED leads ( long lead out) but don’t solder them.
After you have tightened all the front panel component hardware then flush mount the
LEDs, with a piece of masking tape and only then solder them.

 Always start with the RATE in the center (as pictured), and the switches at EVEN and
NORMAL.  In some settings it can take minutes to see changes on the LEDs otherwise.

That is really all that expert builders need to know.  We still recommend taking a look at the 
step-by-step guide as it may make even a talented synth designer’s life a little easier. 

Please visit build.mobulamobular.com to register your build for 
a chance to be selected for a preliminary release of our next 
module, kit or version.

Also please post a photo of your final build or behind the scenes of your build to IG and tag 
@mobula.mobular with #ROTLFO. 

If you enjoy ROTLFO consider leaving a review on Facebook or modulargrid 

https://instagram.com/mobula.mobular
https://www.modulargrid.net/e/other-unknown-rotlfo
https://www.facebook.com/MobulaMobular
http://build.mobulamobular.com
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ROTLFO was designed during the first weeks of us staying at home during the 
COVID 19 lockdown.   
 

 

  

https://mobulamobular.com
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STEP-BY-STEP BUILD GUIDE 
 

 Remove all the parts and lay them out on your work surface; Mise en 
place style.  Check the Kit Parts List to make sure you have everything. 
 
Keep the parts in their individual bags until their step in the guide. 
 
Remove the PCB from its protective bag and inspect (with a magnifying 
glass if possible) the SMT side for damage or missing parts.  Compare it 
to the photo on the right.  There should be NO empty SMT pads except 
for TP1, TP2, JP1, and JP2.  Refer to the PREASSEMBLED SMT PARTS LIST 
and replace the missing part if possible contact your vendor for a 
replacement. 
 
Remember to use care when handling and especially soldering on the 
SMT side as you can easily remove a SMT part with your iron or by 
scraping it off. 
 
 
Notice J3, J6, and SW3.  These are the only parts that are inserted on the 
SMT side of the board.  All the other parts are installed on the front side 
(in white boxes below) and soldered on the right. 
 

 
 
Please be careful not to install something on the wrong side of the board 
as this is very difficult to fix. 
 
Every part will be placed in a white box and no part should be soldered 
in a white box.  Before you solder anything check that you are not in a 
white box. 
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❶ 
 

LOCATE BAG #1 AND REMOVE THE PIN 
HEADER FROM THE BAG. 
 
This part is the standard Eurorack power connector, a 
2x5 2.54mm male pin header. 
 
Note: Part #2 is very similar with just 2 less pins. 

 
 

Install the pin header on the SMT or back side of 
the board in the white box.  When inserting it 
notice that all 10 pins fit and that you have the 
2x5 and not the 2x4 header. 
 
Visible also in this photo is the power handling section of the ROTLFO.  
You can see the two fuses and the reverse polarity protection.  Also TP1 
will read 12V while TP2 will read -12V later when the power is applied. 

 
At Mobula Mobular, when we build modules, 
we use a lot of masking tape and even the roll as 
a holder.  For best results tape the header in 
place. 
 
You will see lots of tape and tape role in our photos. 

 
Next flip the board over and notice that there is 
no white box.  Never solder in a white box.  
Solder just a single pin say pin 1.   By doing this 
you ensure that you can easily, by only heating 
it reseat the part if need be.   
 
We recommend doing this for every part you solder. 
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❶ 
continued 

Flip the board back over and check that the part 
is flush with the board. If not, flip it back and  
apply some heat to the previous solder joint 
while pressing the PCB down.  It should then 
flush right up.  
 
 

 
Go ahead and solder all the pins.  For this 
header the center 6 pins are all connected to 
the ground plane and so soldering them 
together will keep the board warm making 
these easier. 
 
We apply flux remover, alcohol, after each part and use this time to 
inspect each joint for cold or missed solder. 

 Since this was our first part we went into a lot detail.   
We will go a little faster from here. 

❷ 
LOCATE BAG #2 AND REMOVE THE PIN 
HEADER FROM THE BAG. 
 
 
Note: Part #1 is very similar with just 2 more pins. 

 This part too is placed on the SMT (back) side 
near the previous part.  Use the masking tape 
again to hold this part in place and then solder 
the first pin. When you are sure that it is flush 
solder the rest of the pins.   
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❸ LOCATE BAG #3 AND REMOVE THE TINY SLIDE 
SWITCH FROM THE BAG. 

 The switch is the last part to be placed on the 
SMT (back) part of the board.  Place it in the top 
left with the slide facing inward.  Use the 
masking tape to hold it in place while you solder 
the first pin.  Remove the tape and make sure it 
is flush.  Complete soldering the rest of the pins. 

❹ LOCATE BAG #4 AND REMOVE THE RATE 
POTENTIOMETER FROM THE BAG 

 Small pots like this often need to have their pins 
straightened after shipping.  Delicately bend the 
pins straight down and evenly spaced.  If 
present the panel stand-off needs to be 
removed.  Using a an old pair of wire cutters clip 
off the panel stand-off.  Often these are already 
cut. 
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❹ 
continued 

STOP! Make sure you install the pot on the front 
side of the board in the white box at the top.   

Flip the pcb over and make sure that the pot 
pins stick all the way out.  You can use tape 
again, but the back-support pins usually hold it 
in place.   

 Be very careful soldering around the SMT 
components. 

Solder a single pin, we solder the center pin, and 
then check that pot sits flush.  The flushness of 
this part is important to the overall panel fit.  

 

❺ These DPDT subminiature switches line up with 
the holes and can’t be installed wrong.  Also, 
they can pop in place and so may not need tape.  
Feel free to use tape to hold them in.   
 
There are small caps in between the pins on these switches.  Take your 
time and make sure you don’t lift these caps off the PCB. 

 

Remember to solder a single pin on each switch 
first.  These switches also relate to the panel fit 
and should be completely flush as shown.  
Solder the remaining pins on both switches 
when you are sure they are flush. 
 
Set both switches in the down position. 

 THE FINAL STRETCH 

We are going to break from the rest of this document and work back 
and forth with parts 6,7,8 all at the same time to focus on panel fit. 
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❻ 
 

REMOVE THE JACKS FROM BAG #6 
Place them in their white boxes on the front of the PCB but DO NOT 
SOLDER them. 
 

 

 

❽ 
 

LOCATE AND REMOVE THE BLUE AND ORANGE 
LEDS FROM BAG #8 
 

Install but DO NOT SOLDER the LEDs at the top 
of the PCB.  LEDs must be installed with the 
longer pin outward as shown. 

 LOCATE THE FRONT PANEL.   

Pushing the switches through first and then the pot, push the panel 
onto the PCB as shown below.  It works best if the switches are down. 
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❼ 
 

LOCATE THE BAG OF HARDWARE #7 

 Hand tighten all the nuts on all of the jacks and 
the washers and nuts on the switches and pot 

making sure that the jacks and LEDs do not 
come out of the PCB.   

❻ 
 

Solder only one pin of each of the jacks and 
then check that they are straight (not twisted) 
and flush. 

When flush solder the rest of the pins on all of 
the jacks. 

 We use a pliers with tape on the nose to tighten 
all the nuts.   

This step is very important to the correct LED 
height.  
 
If you tighten after soldering the LEDs will not be flush. 
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❽ 
 

With all the nuts tight, place a piece of tape over 
both holes in the panel for the LEDs.  Guide 
each LED through the hole and against the tape.  
You can use your fingernail to make the LEDs 
flush with the panel against the tape. 

 Double check that the long pin is on the outside 
and then solder that long pin on both LEDs.  
Remove the tape and make sure the LEDs are 
flush.  When flush solder the remaining pins. 
Do not cut the excess leads on the LEDs until after operation is 
confirmed.  Do cut them as soon as you see both light as they may short 
to ground on your case. 

❾ LOCATE THE WHITE KNOB IN BAG #9 

 Adjust the RATE pot all the way 
counterclockwise.  Then push on the knob with 
the dot at 7 o’clock.  Keep pushing until it is 
close to flush with the nut. 
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❾ 
continued 

In the slowest settings ROTLFO could take 7 
minutes to light an LED and would give the you 
the impression it wasn’t working.   

Put all controls in the DEFAULT position.   
1. RATE (#4) at 12 o’clock 
2. TILT/EVEN down to EVEN (#5) 
3. SLOW/NORMAL(#5) down to NORMAL 
4. RAMP/SAW (#3) UP or TOP. 

 LOCATE AND INSTALL THE POWER CABLE WITH 
THE RED STRIPE AT -12 AS INDICATED. 

 
Before applying power make sure that the default control positions are 
set as above. 
 
With the switches in the default position you will see alternating LEDs as 
soon as you apply power. 
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 KIT PARTS LIST 
1. 02x05 2.54mm Pin Header 

2. 02x04 2.54mm Pin Header 

3. 2mm slide switch SPDT 

4. 9mm B10K potentiometer 

5. (2) Subminiature Toggle Switches DPDT 

6. (4) WQP518MA (PJ301M-12) 3.5mm Jacks 

7. (10) hardware items 
a. 2 washer nut sets for DPDT Switch 
b. 4 round nuts for 3.5mm Jacks 
c. 1 washer nut set for Potentiometer 

8. (2) Flat Top 3mm LED (1) Orange (1) Blue 

9. White T18 knob with black dot pointer 
 

PCB with assembled SMT 

FRONT PANEL 

EURORACK POWER CABLE 
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 PREASSEMBLED SMT PARTS LIST 
Value Designator Footprint  MFG Part No. 
22uf 25V C14,C19 0805_2012Metric CL21A226MAQNNNE 
1uF C17,C13,C18 0603_1608Metric CL10A105KB8NNNC 

100nf 

C21,C1,C32,C12,C15,C16,C22,C2, 
C3,C24,C4,C25,C5,C26,C6,C27, 
C7,C29,C9,C30,C10 0603_1608Metric CC0603KRX7R9BB104 

10nF C36,C20,C39,C33 0603_1608Metric 0603B103K500NT 
BAS40-04 D1 SOT-23 BAS40-04LT1G 
0.1A F2,F1 0603_1608Metric SMD0603-010-24V 
600R FB1,FB2 0603_1608Metric GZ1608D601TF 
2N7002 Q1 SOT-23 2N7002  
DMMT3904W-7-F Q4 SOT-363_SC-70-6 DMMT3904W-7-F 
75K R1 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF7502T5E 
4K7 R11 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF4701T5E 
49K9 R14,R3,R4 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF4992T5E 
1K R15,R35 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF1001T5E 
22R R16 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF220JT5E 
100K R17,R23 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF1003T5E 
100R R2,R5,R32,R26 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF1000T5E 
1K2 R20 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF1201T5E 
47K R25,R36,R10,R9,R12,R13,R19 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF4702T5E 
2K2 R27,R21 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF2201T5E 
10K R28,R33 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF1002T5E 
330R R29 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF3300T5E 
18K R30 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF1802T5E 
6.8K R34 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF6801T5E 
15K R38,R24 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF1502T5E 
24K R40,R37 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF2402T5E 
24K9 R6,R18 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF2492T5E 
120K R7,R8 0603_1608Metric 0603WAF1203T5E 
LM321G-AE5-R U1,U4,U5,U6,U7,U2,U9,U10 TSOT-23-5 LM321G-AE5-R 
LM4040D50FTA U12 SOT-23 LM4040D50FTA 
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 TROUBLESHOOTING 

 If the settings are in the default position you should see flashing orange and 
blue LEDs perhaps two or three times per second. 

If you do not see the LEDs quickly remove power and check the power cable and 
the default settings especially the RATE.  If you still don’t see the flashing LEDs 
please check your solder joints.   

You can confirm that the unit has power by putting a voltmeter between TP1 
and TP2 (24V) or between the 02x04 header (#2) bottom left pin (7) which is 
ground and either TP1 (12V) and TP2(-12).  With nothing plugged into the CV 
Input jack there will always be 10V on the 02x04 header just above pin 7 or pin 
5.  See the Expansion section below for more information. 
 

If you have + and – 12V and 10V on pin 5 (#2) but still 
have no LEDs with everything in the default position 
check the polarity of your LEDs.  Make sure the long 
leads are on the outside.  

If you already cut your leads this image of typical LEDs 
might help. 

Try switching the switches and turning the rate knob until you get some LEDs 
flashing.  If this works, check the joints on the switch or pot that made the LEDs 
light. If you  

Please also inspect the SMT side of the PCB again to make sure that a part 
wasn’t melted or scraped off. 

If you can’t get it going send an email to support@mobulamobular.com with a 
photo of the SMT side of your PCB and an explanation of the problem. 
 

If you do see the LEDs flashing move on to the next section. 
 
 
 
 

mailto:support@mobulamobular.com
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 OPERATION 

 Place a patch cable in the POINTY output and 
patch it to something you want to wiggle like a 
VCA CV or an FM CV.  If you have an oscilloscope 
module it would be great to use that. 
 

With the switches at EVEN and NORMAL and the RATE 
full clockwise you should hear a vibrato effect with a VCA 
and with an oscilloscope you should see a 10hz Triangle 
wave or 10 triangles per second. 

 

 Below is a screen shot from an oscilloscope showing ROTLFO’s three waves simultaneously 
in the default EVEN and Normal mode. 

 
 

 Switching the TILT/EVEN switch to TILT [assuming you have the rear RAMP/SAW switch in 
the UP position] will make everything go a bit wonky.  In TILT mode the LFO will produce a 
RAMP wave on the POINTY output at about the same rate.  The round output will look like 
half a SINE wave (or what we call the OCEAN WAVE) while the square wave will have a 
downward pulse.   
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Here is are the simultaneous waves in the TILT mode with the RAMP switch to the bottom. 

 
 
The blue signal is what we call an OCEAN WAVE. 
 
Here is a detailed video 
demonstration of the 
ROTLFO module. 

 
 
With the TILT back to 
EVEN, and with the RATE 
all the way clockwise, 
switch the 
SLOW/NORMAL switch to 
SLOW.  You should notice 
that the LEDs at the top 
of the module are now 
alternating much slower.   
If you adjust the RATE 
control counterclockwise 
you might think the lights will never alternate but they eventually will.  This is the purpose 
of the SLOW position. 
 
You can also change the rate with the CV RATE input.  Patching this to another ROTLFO or 
other control voltage source (+/-5V) will change the RATE.  -5 volts is the slowest while +5 
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volts is the fastest.  When using this CV input you should start with the RATE control all the 
way up.  The RATE control can then be used as an attenuator for the control voltage input 
but dialing it back down.   
At Mobula Mobular we like the SAW/RAMP switch in the TOP or UP position (because we 
are crazy about the OCEAN WAVE) but if you want a more pulse-like wave on the SQUARE 
OUTPUT or you need an even slower operation you can switch the SAW/RAMP switch to 
the  DOWN or BOTTOM position.  The rate with the SAW/RAMP switch like this is a third 
slower so be careful it might seem like it isn’t working in SLOW and TILT, but it is. 
 
Here is the oscilloscope screenshot with the SAW/RAMP switch at the BOTTOM and TILT 
and NORMAL. 
 

 
  
 
We hope that you enjoy using ROTLFO as much 
as we did making it. 
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 EXPANSION 
JP1 and JP2 along with the 02x04 header (#2) are for a future expansion.   
 
Breaking JP1 would allow you to add your own duty cycle resistors to the oscillator 
core on the expansion header between TINT (3) and TILT (1).   
 
Breaking JP2 would allow you to add your own timing capacitors between TILT (1) and 
SLOW (2).   
 
BREAKING THESE JUMPERS WITHOUT ADDING ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS WILL 
DISABLE THE MODULE.   
 
You can always back-end patch other modules using the 4,6,8 pins along with ground.   
 
If you are troubleshooting a problem the expansion connector can provide a lot of easy 
probing locations.  With no output plugged in, all of the waves should be available on 
this connector at 4,6,8.  As soon as an output is plugged in it will no longer appear on 
these pins. 
 
Be sure to sign up for our mailing list on our website http://mobulamobular.com to hear about our new modules 
and maybe even expansion modules.  We promise not to spam you.   
 
 

 

 

http://mobulamobular.com
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SPECS 

Size: 6hp 
Depth: 26mm 
(with power connector) 

Current draw: +20ma, -20ma 
CV RATE Input: +/- 5 volts 
LFO Output: bipolar +/- 5 volts 

 


